Diabetes and air travel: Ensuring security, promoting dignity

People with Type 1 Diabetes often have difficulty when moving through an airport and while security is clearly essential, often certain passengers experience mistreatment…

Following *International Airport Review*’s coverage in October 2016 of the problems faced by one passenger and an open letter written by Rachel Humphrey to Dubai Airport following the mistreatment by security screening staff of her son who has Type 1 Diabetes, we investigate further by asking Katie McGhee, Child Health Nursing Lecturer at the School of Health Sciences, University East Anglia to give us a healthcare professional’s insight into the issues faced by people with Type 1 Diabetes when travelling by air.

**Purpose of Review**

This review provides a professional response to Rachel Humphrey’s open letter to Dubai International Airport: *Held in an airport for 2 hours because my son had an insulin pump* (*International Airport Review* 2016). The focus of this article pertains to the health and wellbeing needs of people with Type 1 diabetes and insulin pump therapy, travelling through airport security worldwide.

**Type 1 Diabetes and Risks**

There are almost 3.5 million people in the UK* living with diabetes, commonly classified into two principal types; Type 1 and 2 (Holman et al 2015). Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a serious long term condition, resulting from a person’s auto-immune system destroying the insulin producing beta cells in the pancreas. Insulin is crucial to life and deficiency results in
an increase in levels of glucose in the blood stream, causing a range of short and long term health consequences if not controlled.

There are almost 3.5 million people in the UK* living with diabetes…

This can range from impaired concentration, fatigue, weight loss and dehydration to hospitalisation with serious illness, notably the life-threatening condition Diabetic Ketoacidosis as well as long-term consequences potentially resulting in blindness, renal failure, nerve damage and cardiovascular disease such as stroke, heart attack and amputation (JDRF 2016).

Prevalence and Technology

T1D currently affects 400,000 people in the UK* with over 29,000 of them children. Throughout the world the incidence of T1D is increasing with a distinct trend in very young children with an annual increase of 4% in children under five years of age (Wilson 2008) and remarkably a five-fold increase observed in this age group in the last twenty years (JDRF 2016). Notably young people in England having one of the highest incidences of T1D in Europe, affecting 97% of all children with Diabetes (JDRF 2016, Holman et al 2015, Kime 2014).

Advances in treatment technology and diabetes healthcare have meant that insulin pump therapy (IPT) is now being used more frequently to minimise the very serious short- and long-term complications of inadequate diabetes control. IPT has gained widespread acceptance as an effective and safe means of insulin delivery in the UK in the last decade and there is a national drive to widen its uptake to match that of other western nations (Hammond 2013). IPT reduces risk of both acute and long-term diabetes complications and prolongs life expectancy, compared with non-pump users.

IPT involves the continuous delivery of insulin from a pump through a thin tube placed under the skin, usually in the lower abdomen. The pump allows flexibility, in that the user can
easily administer insulin as and when required, without the burden of insulin injections, for example during changes to eating patterns or at times of stress or increased activity. IPT ultimately helps people to manage their diabetes effectively by matching their insulin to their needs, keeping their blood glucose levels under control.

Airport Travel and Technology

Vacation travel is a welcome retreat from our everyday lives with approximately 175,000 passengers per year travelling via the eleven principle UK airports**. Almost 30,000 (18%) of these are children, young people and young adults ranging from 2 – 24 years of age (CAA 2015).

Healthcare professionals play an important role in educating people and their families with practical information and tips for successful travel with their “constant companion”; the IPT (MacNeill and Fredericks 2015). IPT users can be enabled to enjoy any type of vacation travel with pre travel planning in partnership with their healthcare provider in relation to important issues including blood sugar control, doctors’ letters, medication lists, pump supplies, loaner pumps, insurance, airport security and the flight itself.

Airport security is increasingly remarked upon as a barrier, causing the person with IPT and their family the most negative experience of airport travel than any other means (MacNeill and Fredericks 2015, Morrison and Weston 2012). Unfortunately it has become increasingly evident that not all airport security staff are familiar with IPT, a situation that is compounded by language barriers in some international destination airports. The risk of increased stress for people with IPT at airport security and the potential for a subsequent life-threatening emergency requires urgent airport authority attention. Rachel Humphrey’s alarming experience with her 14 year old son at Dubai Airport in June 2016 (International Airport Review 2016) highlights the necessity for airport authorities to understand the risks to the individual having to remove their insulin pump to undergo x-ray, and/or themselves being
subjected to an x-ray whilst wearing the pump and to ensure that all staff are trained accordingly.

The controversial subject of how IPT users should negotiate airport security checks is an uncertain arena, provoking heightened levels of anxiety, stress and distress for people with IPT and their families. Confusion relates to the differing security measures employed throughout the world; the conflicting recommendations by the pump companies and the reported experiences by frequent travellers. Problems encountered include requests to remove pumps for closer inspection or an insistence that the pump is x-rayed (Morrison and Weston 2012).

Some children and young people with T1D sadly report feelings of insecurity, fear, prejudice, rejection, and shame…

There is debate as to whether the traveller should detach the pump and visually show it to airport security personnel or wait to be questioned should they alarm as they pass through the metal detectors. There is however certainty that IPT should not be exposed to total body scanners (Advanced Imaging Technology) nor to x-rays as they have the potential to damage the electronic parts of the pump and cause malfunction (MacNeill and Fredericks 2015, Morrison and Weston 2012). It is becoming increasingly popular for IPT users to ask for a ‘physical search’ (manual pat down) as airport security measures become ever more stringent. However, many travellers reject ‘pat downs’ as well, claiming they are too intrusive (Levinson 2011).

Going Forward

Maintaining the dignity of people is central to healthcare provision. To treat somebody with dignity is to treat them as being of worth in a way that is respectful of their identity. This is imperative to promoting positive health and wellbeing outcomes for those with complex health needs such as T1D. Some children and young people with T1D sadly report feelings of
insecurity, fear, prejudice, rejection, and shame (Cássia Sparapani et al 2015). These emotions are not exclusive to TID in childhood and adolescence and are likely to be experienced across the lifespan to adulthood and the older population going about their daily lives.

In any given situation a person’s dignity may be promoted or diminished by: the physical environment; organisational culture; the attitudes and behaviour of service providers and the way in which activities are carried out. When dignity is ensured, people feel in control, valued, confident and comfortable (RCN 2017).

The need for a standardised policy for IPT at airport security coupled with adequate training for staff in maintaining the dignity of people with complex health needs such as T1D has never been greater.

*Statistics equally applicable worldwide

**UK Airports – Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, East Midlands, Gatwick, Heathrow, Liverpool, London City, Luton, Manchester and Stansted
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